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Title: Bloons TD 5 - Top Gun Monkey Ace Skin
Genre: Action, Strategy
Developer:
Ninja Kiwi
Release Date: 21 Dec, 2017
a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS: Windows 7 (32 & 64bit)
Processor: 1.5Ghz or better
Memory: 512 MB RAM
Graphics: OpenGL 2.0 compatible, ATI, Nvidia or Intel HD
Storage: 512 MB available space
Sound Card: Windows compatible sound card

English,French,Italian,German,Danish,Finnish,Japanese,Korean,Norwegian,Russian,Swedish,Turkish
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Who needs Borderlands 3? Screw the Epic Store.
Buy Borderlands 2 and all the DLC with the new FREE Ultra HD Texture Pack.....
Borderlands 2 is Fantastic
Fun multiple playthroughs trying out every class and every skill tree.
Unique drops make every play through different.
Several leveling paths let you choose areas\/missions you like, not stuck on a linear path
I got BL2 + ALL DLC + the FREE Ultra HD Texture Pack for less than $20 on sale.
HIGHLY RECOMMENDED. Good thing is, you can get 100% achievements under 2 hours and return it. Bad thing is, you
won't get cards... and the fact, I wrote a game like this on my 2nd semester :(. Really fun and engaging survival style zero-G
game. Graphics might not be at AAA development standards (curse you Lone Echo!) but the gameplay is really tight even at this
starting stage of early access. Developers have already posted a fairly succint mindmap of future development ideas and planned
updates. Definitely one to keep an eye on if you haven't immediately bought it!. Cute but not groundbreaking. As another
reviewer mentioned, you pretty much have to herd cats sometimes, but it's not too bad. For the price, especially on sale, you'll
probably get a kick out of it if you're a cat person. If you don't like cats, then this is a run-of-the-mill platformer with nice art,
but the mewing will probably annoy you. So, the correct answer is to like cats.. Easily one of the best workouts you can have in
VR, I really like this game... It's got great presentation and is a simple enough concept that anyone can give it a go... highly
recommended!
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its A GUD GAMER REELY
. Gist:
Grindless access to All the cutscenes, music, and event photos.
Long:
The amount of time it takes to acquire all of the cutscenes is in 3 parts.
1. Beating the game. (40 hours average)
2. Grind out the house upgrades. (2nd play through, or x hours.)
3. Boosting noires lily rank with everyone. (2 hours)
That 3rd one is rather dull.
Each character has cutscenes, one viewable at every 10 points on the lily rank marker - totaling 10 cutscenes for 100 lily rank
each.
Loading up a level with atleast 5 slots available for 4 characters to boost rep with noire. Killing all but 1 enemy and leaving its
aggro range. Grouping 4 characters on each side of noire. The preps done. Now use noires buff and end the turn... 100 times.
But thats not enough. Thats only 4 of the 23 main cast. So repeat the process 5 more times totaling 6 cycles of this.
600 buffs, 10 seconds each turn = 6000 seconds. Plus 6 sessions of 2 minutes ending the match and prepping the cycle = 720
seconds.
112 minutes. 8 minutes shy of 2 hours... 2 dull, repetitious hours.
Kicker. There is an achievement for doing this with all 23 characters. But hey, atleast there is one less cycle after every 4
completed characters because math. 71 cycles, 7100 buffs... 22 hours... Never again.
Please stop this
I would advise getting this if you want to see all the content without all the drag.
With the bundle if you want all the things. Or along with the DLC characters. Or standalone.
Atleast pump the brakes Holy \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 . The best Lego game so far.
TT keep finding new ways to make the game feel fresh and yet familiar.
Very polished game. Not a single crash.
PLUS:- MARK HAMMILL AND KEVIN CONROY voicing Joker and Batman !!!!!. All Stars Racing Cup is an isometric
homage to RC Pro Am, but manages to so much more lackluster than the 80s classic. The driving is dull, there\u2019s no grand
prix, it\u2019s an uninspiring exhibition with a few closed circuit courses. It\u2019s so basic, generic and devoid of content that
it\u2019s probably an asset flip.
As mentioned before the driving is dull, but the highlight is being able to run into cones that line each course and they\u2019ll
bounce out of your way. The racetracks needs walls, since you can drive off the pavement and over the grass. Without walls, you
can drive wherever, but the game still recognizes that you should be driving on the pavement. You however, will not know
where you left the pavement, and you need to go back to that point.
Each exhibition forces you to select a car and three opponents to race against on four tracks. There\u2019s a variety of vehicles,
but without stats, I\u2019ll assume they\u2019re all the same and that\u2019s rather disappointing. Thankfully the game
remembers the vehicles between exhibitions or it would be a pain setting that up each time.
The computer controlled drivers do an adequate job, but on a game without much content or fun, their driving skills don\u2019t
matter. Seeing a semi truck spin out made it useless as a competitor. I\u2019m unsure if it was unable to turn around or had a
tire stuck in the ground, but it happened twice on my brief play time. When the first vehicle finishes its three laps, the race is
done. No placement is given and you can\u2019t finish.
There are only a four tracks, each has the same flat terrain and the same grassy theme. Some of these tracks are long, which
result in boredom sinking in quickly. Long tracks don\u2019t need a forced three laps. Even changing the color of the objects
would go a long way to making each course feel different. If the selection of vehicles can at least have different colors, why not
the environments?
When I click the settings, the game freezes, but that might be a first time issue. The game allows for online play, but well if the
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racing isn\u2019t fun and there\u2019s not much content, I didn\u2019t even bother trying, I\u2019ll assume that there\u2019s
no one waiting to play.
Even as a dirt cheap game that\u2019s constantly on sale, I can\u2019t recommend this game. It\u2019s shallow, dull and
uninspiring. Even with a solid engine, there are no frills that motivate me to see the light that this could be a great game rather
than a quick cash in and possible asset flip.. I bought this because I couldn't wait for Motorsport Manager.
Don't make my mistake.
5.1\/10
*Update Jan 2017*
I'd like to update the review to say that this is *not* a Motorsport Manager imitation. It's a full fledged game with different
mechanics than MM. That said, I am still keeping the review as negative, because devs.. Kill one, another takes its place.
Hitogata Happa is a game that is completely different from the other Gundemonium games, opting for the traditional top down
view and focusing itself as a prequel. But is this a suicidal concept?
Gameplay
Hitogata Happa, for whatever reason, plays very differently from the other Gundemonium titles. Using the more widely used
top down view, Hitogata Happa's main gimmick is in its name. Roughly translating to "humanoid explosion," Hitogata Happa
features the ability to crash your playable character into an enemy to create a powerful explosion that is almost necessary for
completing the game. To offset this questionable sacrifice, your playable characters are an army of non-sentient dolls created by
your BFF and partner in revolution, Kreutzer. Your dolls are 100% expendable, and you get more after finishing each campaign
mission, so you can stockpile. In addition to having lots of them, you also have a variety of dolls to choose from, with all of
them doing different things. You'll, of course, need all of this because this game is hard. Like, really hard. Harder then the other
Gundemoniums, at the least. Bosses have time limits, enemies are quick to the draw and cover the screen with bullets very fast,
even on normal difficulty, and things go downhill really quick unless you're good at dodging or erasing bullets (You can do
that!).
Graphics
Probably the most "updated" graphics of any Gundemonium game besides Recollection, Hitogata Happa looks alright, but
definitely loses a bit due to the same color palette being used on every enemy (This is mostly done as the enemy faction, the
Genoremasody Reich, are suppose to look similar and very factorialized, justifying the color palette). The game also has a bit of
color loss, mostly due to the game's darker approach in story. It does make up for these lackluster colors with its intriquite
weavings and patterns that you see all over the game, from the marking on the AoE of your suicide bomb attack, to the text on
the mission complete screen.
Performance
Nothing particularly bad. Good ol' Potato friendly gaming.
Soundtrack
As per the Hitogata Happa way, the Soundtrack is a bit more different, going for a more elegant approach with tons of organ,
piano, and fiddle\/violin abuse. It's good, but not what you're used to if you've listened to the other two soundtracks. Still, it's
kickass in it's own way, especially the true-final-boss track. Really good stuff from Woofles, who takes DM Ashura's place in
the soundtrack department this time.
Recollection
Good game. Play it if you like bullet hells.. Don't waste $2.99 on this.
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If you even think for one second that this is inspired by the MCU film to be released, you'd be mistaken.
The level is just a glorified "push 3 buttons and build thing to complete" quest.
They also set up this "fight with Erik Killmonger" which never even happens in the first place. TT Games made ALL of these
characters to not even be used within the level at all. These include Killmonger, Everett Ross, Klaue, Nakia, and Okoye.
Even the Vol. 2 DLC (which I also hated) took a scene from the film.
To call this remotely inspired by the MCU film is a joke, you're better than this, TT.. Immersive surroundings, in-depth story,
plenty of choices, interesting loot. Worth every penny.
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